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From our Chairman
hall (pic on p3, Ed).
So at the start of the decade we have a new hall with a greatly
improved car park and I am delighted to report we had a record number
of 45 members attending since we
started our talks many years ago. As
you can see from the accompanying
photo, members really enjoyed the
new hall including the old clock that
had been in the previous hut and now
converted to electric operation.
Our 67th Flower Show and
Fete is being worked on by the committee with all the attractions now
booked. The date of this year’s Show
is the 18th July at Pilcot Farm for
which we are again very grateful to
Alf White and his family.
We needed to come up with
an attraction for the main arena and
the committee have decided that we
will hold a family fun dog show. The
Show Schedule will give all the relevant information but the important
point to note is that organiser David
Jackson will require all entrants to
register from the opening of the
fete at 2pm with the actual dog
show starting at 2.45pm. Classes will
be displayed at the arena entrance.
As it is a first we hope both owners
and dogs will have a great fun time.
Hope to see you at the Flower
Show and Fete, one of our garden
visits, or at one of our winter talks.

A lot has been going on since last
August’s newsletter with 10 new
family members. We now have 260
family members and many of our
members do not live in one of the
three villages.
We have held six talks since
the start of the ‘winter talks season’
in
September
including
the
Christmas Quiz which is always one
of our more popular events.
As the WI hut was due for
replacement we had to find an alternative venue for our talks and after
a lot of sorting out Donna, our
secretary, managed to book the hall
at St. Phillip and St. James in Fleet.
All went well until the date of our
quiz which was on the 12th December. Some event was held on the
same day which slips my mind (…!) so
we used the adjacent church which
in fact worked out well. I am pleased
to say our president, Pat Silvester,
came to the quiz and kindly paid for
the wine and the mince pies. Some of
the questions compiled by Angus
brought some strange looks to many
people’s faces.
Back to the WI ‘hut’ which
now of course has to be called the
‘hall’; it was completed in the first
week of this year and so we were
able to use it for our talk on the 9th
January. Geoff Hawkins was the
speaker who has been giving us talks
for many years and is always very
popular and therefore it was fitting
that his talk was the first in the new

Brian Leversha
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Forthcoming Events at the WI Hall
Evening talks take place in the WI Hall in Crookham Village, starting at
7.30pm. For those who need directions, the WI Hall is located at the rear of
the Crookham Street Social Club - post code GU51 5SJ for satnav users.
Please park on the (much enlarged) gravel area by WI Hall, not on the Social
Club’s tarmac area.
These social evenings are very popular, helped along with a glass of wine
(or soft drink) & food provided free of charge! The current cost for the
evening is £2 for members (no charge for the AGM). Non-members are
always welcome and are asked to contribute £3.
After the AGM has finished, we endeavour to provide an interesting speaker
or demonstration (see below for details).

Forthcoming winter talks (& AGM) are as follows:13th Feb 2020
12
9

th

th

Mar 2020

Apr 2020

Stanley Holloway by Jonathon Jones (Farnham Town Crier)
AGM & Q&A session with expert members
Talk TBD

10th Sept 2020

Talk on The Himalayas by John Negus

8th Oct 2020

Talk TBD

12th Nov 2019

Talk TBD

10th Dec 2020

Christmas Quiz by Angus Cairns

14th Jan 2021

Talk TBD

Further information will be advertised in the August edition of the newsletter, on the Society’s website (see below), and by email from the Society.
Between issues of our twice-yearly newsletter,
updated information on events and visits can be
found on the Society’s website:
http://www.dwcvhortsoc.org.
The Society wishes to thank member David
Jackson for continuing to act as our webmaster.
Members please note that current copies of the
newsletter are only distributed to paid-up
members of the Society.
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QR Code to access the
Society’s website from a
smartphone
or
tablet
without having to type in
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Future Garden Visits 2020
Our Visits Organiser, Angus Cairns, is currently planning further garden
visits for this summer. When we have more details, members will be informed
by e-mail and by updates to the Society’s website. We will attempt to
contact members who are not on our e-mail list by alternative methods.
Please note that it is in the interests of both the Society and members that
we can communicate by e-mail. If appropriate, please contact our Chairman,
Brian Leversha, to confirm or add your e-mail address so that the
membership database can be checked/amended accordingly.

First meeting in the new WI Hall on 9th January 2020
A very successful evening with nearly 50 members present

photo: David Jackson

Church Crookham Garden Society
The trading hut is situated in the
Memorial Hall car park off Sandy Lane
and will be open on Saturday mornings
between 1000 & 1130 hrs from
Sat 15th Feb. through to Sept. 2020.
In addition to their own members, sales
are available to DW&CVHS members on
production of a current DW&CVHS
membership card.
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****
****

Wanted

****

Newsletter Editor

****

This is your last newsletter by the current editor
We urgently need a volunteer in time to compile the August
Newsletter following this year’s Flower Show & Fete.
No previous experience needed
Help will be available during the hand-over
If no-one steps forward, there will be no August issue of
the newsletter.
This is an interesting and rewarding post and is a primary method of
communication with our members.
If anyone would like further information on the editor’s role, please
contact the current editor by email: editor@dwcvhortsoc.org or our
chairman Brian Leversha (01252 615534).

General Data Protection Act 2018
Please note that, as a result of the General Data Protection Act 2018, we
have created a Privacy Policy for the Society and a copy can be found on the
Society’s website: http://www.dwcvhortsoc.org. Members and prospective
new members are encouraged to read the policy and to contact the Society if
they have any concerns about how the Society will manage their personal
data. If you do not have access to the internet, and wish to read the policy,
please contact our Chairman who will be able to provide a hard-copy.
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New WI Hall

Last photo before demolition

Demolished in 1 day

The original
wooden WI hall
was demolished
in early June
2019 and this
magnificent brick
replacement was
completed
around six
months later in
time for our
first meeting of
2020.
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Reports on Garden Visits
A Celebration of a Victorian
Age
All Saints’ Church, Dogmersfield,
on the 21st June 2019
First view on approaching the Church
one was greeted by beautiful
displays on the entrance gates and
the porch entrance, giving a taste of
what was to come.
Within the porch was a ‘More
Tea Vicar’ display on the left and a
wonderful spray of white lilies on
the right.
Entering the Church one’s
breath was taken away by a stunning
display of ‘A Victorian Garden’
produced by members Sue Gibbons
and Penny Webster on behalf of our
Society Sue even managed to insert
a Show Schedule into the feature.

Around the Church were an
abundance of other interpretation
displays topped by the ‘Four Seasons
Tree’ with Summer, Autumn, Winter
and Spring seasons depicted and
cleverly inserted themes giving a
glimpse of what the Four Seasons
hotel has to offer.

photos: Sue Gibbons
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show the magnificent displays in full
colour, Ed

Four Seasons Hotel,
Dogmersfield
2nd July19

A convivial lunch at the Queen’s
Head pub preceded the visit, with
around 25 members subsequently
meeting in the hotel’s car park at
2pm.
Our host and guide for the
afternoon was Darren who is the
Director of Engineering. We were
also accompanied by two other
members of staff, one being
Caitriona who is a keen supporter of
the Society. The hotel very kindly
provided a motorised buggy for
those who preferred not to walk –
not a bad idea because we had quite
a long tour of the extensive gardens.

The Four Seasons Hotel is a
great supporter of our Society and
of Dogmersfield village. We were
entertained by young musicians from
Dogmersfield School and the school
had also produced a lovely collage of
paper flowers with Queen Victoria
presented in the middle.
On leaving the Church and
turning right by the rear doors was
another artful presentation with
columns graced by magnificent lilies,
roses and hydrangeas.

Before describing our visit
in more detail, it might be worth
considering a brief version of the
hotel’s interesting history…….…..
The hotel is set in 500
acres of Dogmersfield Park, an area
first mentioned in the Domesday
Book of 1086 as Doccemere feld,
‘the field by the lake where the
water lilies grow.’ At the Estate in
1205, the king ordered wine to be
sent to Dogmersfield, ‘to be placed

Such a wealth of talent and
such great support from many
different quarters for the ongoing
fundraising to carry out maintenance
and repairs to the Church.

Carol Leversha
photos - many thanks to Sue Gibbons
- unfortunately, we are not able to
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Pre-tour briefing
in the house of the Bishop of Bath.’
From that point on, this medieval
palace passed between crown and
church for many centuries. Most
notably, Dogmersfield provided the
backdrop for Henry VIII’s initial
meeting with the first of his six
wives, Catherine of Aragon, just
weeks before her arranged marriage
to his brother, Arthur, then heir to
the throne.
For
two
centuries,
Dogmersfield Park passed from one
generation to another until the
1950s, after which it was put to a
variety of uses – from a school for
girls to a home for Catholic priests –
until Four Seasons took over the
Estate in 2005. The manor and its
500 acres of grounds have been
lovingly restored, and the result is a
classically styled house equipped
with modern hotel comforts.
The hotel has 133 wellappointed rooms featuring Englishstyle
interiors
with
spacious,
en-suite marble bathrooms.

Guests can enjoy an array of country
pursuits including horse-riding and
clay-pigeon shooting, and outdoor
activities such as tennis and cycling.
The luxury Spa, situated in
the renovated stable block, features
a conservatory-style infinity pool
and outdoor vitality pool, and a treetop
challenge,
the
Highwire
Adventure.
Our tour started in the
walled garden with central lawns and
attractive well-stocked borders.
This area is occasionally used for
weddings with tables & chairs laid
out on the lawns for guests. Also,
there are discrete alcoves to the
sides of the walled garden, lit at
night with candles. The alcoves have
been used on occasion as a perfect
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setting for a wedding proposal.
The attractive grounds have
been kept mostly as open vistas to
accord with their Landscape Plan.
For re-planting, the hotel employ
Heritage Landscapes for advice. As
well as the extensive open areas,
there are orchards and a croquet
lawn. In one secluded area of the
gardens there is a very seriouslooking assault course or ‘Jungle
Jim’. None of our party seemed
inclined to try it during our visit!
Four gardeners are employed on the
Estate.
The hotel is ‘dog-friendly’
although we didn’t manage to meet
the resident black Labrador ‘Oliver
Beckington’, named after two bishops who once resided on the Estate.
After our tour of the
gardens we had a brief look around
the ground floor of the hotel. At
this point we were welcomed to the
hotel by the General Manager,
Andrew Harrison.
The inside of the hotel was beautifully restored and we were shown
photos of the disastrous fire that
virtually destroyed the building in
1981. The magnificent timber staircase was saved during the fire
because fire-fighters were able to
direct their hoses from a broken

Fishing Lake

glass skylight in the roof directly
down the stair-well.
There followed a very
welcome cup of tea and delicious
cakes made for us in the hotel’s
kitchen on the day and served by
very diligent waiters.
In conclusion, we were very
lucky to be able to visit the hotel
and its grounds. The hotel’s staff
couldn’t have been more helpful and
friendly and the weather was
perfect. As always, many thanks to
Barbara and Angus Cairns for
‘making it happen’.

Ed
Painshill Park
21st August 2019
Painshill Park – what a fabulous place
to visit and with very accommodating
staff to boot!
We arrived at 2pm at the
Park’s spacious car park and our
hosts arrived shortly afterwards
along with a motorised buggy for
transport to the main entrance.
After booking-in we were
ushered into a meeting room for tea
& coffee and a very interesting 30minute talk by one of the staff.
Thus prepared, we headed
off to tour the Park. Most of us
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Hermitage

Walled Garden
were on foot but the buggy was
made available again for those who
preferred not to climb the fairly
steep, in places, woodland trails. The
Park covers 158 acres so it’s no mean
feat to explore the whole estate.
Painshill Park was designed
and created between 1738 and 1773
by Charles Hamilton. Hamilton created the gardens after being
inspired by landscape paintings on
his Grand Tour.
Originally comprising 250

acres, the estate was later sold
when Hamilton ran short of money.
Over succeeding centuries, the original park was passed down and finally
sold off in lots, at the end of WW2,
for forestry and farming.
In the 1960s historians
raised interest in restoring the
park. The National Trust didn’t want
it because they considered it was
past restoring but Elmbridge Bor-

RHS affiliation and discounted entry to RHS Gardens
All bona fide gardening clubs and horticultural societies with an annual
membership subscription are eligible for affiliation to the RHS. Such clubs
and societies should have a remit to promote horticulture at a local level,
should hold regular meetings and/or hold an annual show.
The DW&CVHS meets all these criteria and is affiliated to the RHS.
One of the benefits of affiliation is the opportunity to purchase Garden
Reduced Price Entry (GPRE) cards.

GPRE cards can be used an unlimited number of times during the year and
grant up to two people a 30% discount on the normal adult entry rate at any
of the four RHS Gardens (except Wisley on Sundays).
Members of the DW&CVHS might like to know that the Society holds two
GPRE cards for use by our members.
The cards are held by our Show Manager, Sue Smith, and can be borrowed
after payment of a refundable £10 deposit.
Sue’s contact number is as follows:- 01252 850900
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5-Arch Bridge
structures are as follows: the
Temple of Bacchus, a ruined abbey, a
Gothic tower with views across four
counties, a hermitage, and a crystal
grotto. The lake with its stunning
five-arch and
Chinese bridges
makes a splendid central feature.
Many thanks to Barbara & Angus for
organising another superb outing.

ough Council did buy it and set up a
Trust in 1981. Restoration then
started. A significant feature is
that replanting was only to be with
plants that would have been available to Hamilton in the 1700s.
Painshill is now Grade I
listed on the Register of Historic
Parks and Gardens. In 1998 Painshill
was awarded the Europa Nostra
Medal for the ‘Exemplary restoration from a state of extreme
neglect, of a most important 18th
century landscape park and its
extraordinary buildings.’
In May 2006, Painshill was
awarded full collection status, for
its John Bartram Heritage Collection, by the National Council for the
Conservation of Plants and Gardens.
The Park is laid out as a
‘living world of art’ with a designated
historic route approximately 2.5
miles long which makes a very pleasant walk. There are numerous
vantage points with stunning views;
one could spend a lot more time
exploring this wonderful place.
Some of the interesting

Gothic Tower
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Reports on Winter Talks
Pelargoniums
by Roger Butler

although Roger did caution that
coloured leaves can scorch in full sun
in the middle of the day.
Roger then showed us a
plant that was in need of cuttingback. He emphasised that one
shouldn’t be frightened to cut right
back and went on to demonstrate
exactly what he meant by that
statement.
During the winter months,
we were advised to keep the plants
just damp, i.e. not too wet. For frost
protection – an absolute must - winter storage could be in a garage or,
if outside, cover with bracken and
‘hope for the best’ but don’t cover
with polythene as it ‘sweats’ and rots
the plants.
Roger then went on to show
how to take dwarf cuttings from
just above the leaf-joint and then to
pot them in a rooting medium such as
multi-purpose compost.
Roger
informed us that he uses Jiffy-7
pellets (made from sphagnum peat
with fertilisers added, wrapped in a
degradable net).
A further suggestion was to
use a clear plastic pot nestled inside
a standard clay pot such that the
inner pot could be lifted out to
check on progress of the rooting
process, noting that not all varieties
of Pelargonium root at the same
rate.
If rooting in September,
use a propagator with some bottom-

12th September 2019
Catering kindly provided by Sue
Smith
This was the first talk held at our
temporary home in the St Philip & St
James church hall in Fleet.
Roger Butler gave us a fascinating, and well-illustrated talk with
expert help from his daughter operating the projector.
We were informed that the
first Pelargonium introduced into
England was the Pelargonium Triste
in 1631 and that Zonal Pelargoniums
are the type commonly sold in garden-centres. Zonal pelargonium have
attractive foliage with purple or
maroon markings in zones on the
leaves, hence the name. Plants are
upright and bushy with succulent
stems and offer clusters of single or
double flowers in red, salmon, pink
or white. Ideal on a sunny patio

‘P&J’ Church Hall, Fleet
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heat but with no lid, leaving until
Jan/Feb until growth has started.
If
potting
miniatures,
start off with a 2” dia pot and then
move into a 3” pot, or, for dwarfs,
start with a 3” pot and move to a
4.5” pot.
Roger also mentioned that
compost gets very hot in plastic
rather than clay pots. He said it
helps to put the plastic pot in a
larger pot with some pebbles between the two to keep the plants
cooler. Clay pots can be advantageous in that they take out some of
the moisture if you over-water.
A handy tip relating to
turning your pots if growing plants
on a window-cill. Add an ident-label
to each pot so that it is facing you.
This will give an orientation for
each pot as you periodically rotate
them for even growth.
Roger suggested using tap
water for initial watering before
changing to rain water. Pinching out
the tops to make them bushy was
mentioned and then planting in midApril. Allow a further five weeks
and start feeding, using 20% of the
strength stated on the package.
Growing in a greenhouse
was recommended and auto-vents
in the roof were considered essential, together with an inner lining of
bubble-wrap plastic to improve
heat retention.
Pests were discussed –
Whitefly can be a problem and,
apparently, there is currently no
effective spray. Rust fungus can be
controlled by fungicide. Oedema –

water blisters – can be caused by
too much watering. Blackleg is a disease that cannot be cured – plants
should be removed and destroyed.
Vine Weevil larvae chew chunks out
of leaves but this is a largely cosmetic problem.
Roger finished by mentioning a few varieties such as Penny
Dixon and Bold Candy, both of which
are not easy to buy. Doreen is very
pretty, varieties such as Regals have
the biggest flowers and flower
slightly earlier that the Zonal variety with shades of mauve, pink, purple or white. Angels are more
compact and bushy and suitable for
pots either indoors or outdoors.
A very interesting talk and many
thanks to Barbara & Angus for making all the arrangements.

Ed
Literary & Artistic Footprints
in the Thames Valley
By Nicholas Brazil

10th October 2019
Catering kindly provided by Donna
Gray
Most of us arrived for the
evening having made all sorts of
guesses about the content of the
talk. Nicholas therefore started by
explaining that he had taken a
section of the River Thames and
researched famous writers and
artists who had lived close to that
section of the river.
The section of river that
Nicholas had chosen to research
was from Mapledurham to Goring.
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We are indebted to Nicholas for
providing a set of written notes as a
precis of his subject matter and it
was from these notes that a significant proportion of the information
for this article has been gleaned.
Our first port-of-call was
Mapledurham House, this late-16th
century Elizabethan house is still
the home of the descendants of the
Blount family. Built by Sir Michael
Blount whilst Lieutenant of the
Tower of London, the house contains
a collection of paintings and family
portraits, oak staircases, original
plaster ceilings and a private chapel
in Strawberry Hill added in 1797.
Mapledurham has literary
connections with Alexander Pope
(18th century poet & writer),
Kenneth Graham and John Galsworthy. More recently it was the setting for the films `The Eagle Has
Landed' and ‘Midsummer Murders’.
During the First World War
Cecil Aldin, an early 20th Century
Artist, was in charge of the local
remounting depot. The restored
Medieval barn which was used to
stable the horses for this local
Remounting Depot 1 is now situated
in the Goosecroft recreational area
of Purley. It is open once a month
for the Farmers’ Market. Look out

for the Goosecroft sign on the
Reading Road.
Hardwick House - Caroline
Lybbe Powys, 18th Century diarist,
Henry James, author of ‘Portrait of
a Lady’, and Kenneth Grahame
(another author), were thought to
have used Hardwick House as a
model for Toad Hall, and Sir Charles
Day Rose as Toad, in ‘Wind In The
Willows’. Kenneth Grahame’s house in
Blewbury can also be identified by a
blue plaque.
Eric Kennington, war artist
and sculptor, lived on the Hardwick
Estate in the early to mid-part of
the 20th Century. A good example
of his skill as a sculptor can be seen
at the Church of St Peter & St Paul,
Checkendon, along with a fine
etched-glass window in his memory.
Whitchurch-on-Thames May W Cannan, a war poet, lived at
Walliscote Cottage in the High
Street and Count Nikolai Tolstoy,
author and biographer of Patrick
O’Brien (seafaring writer of such
classics as ‘Master and Commander’)
was a teacher at a rather surreal
prep school that is now three
private dwellings known collectively
as ‘Whitchurch House’ in the High
Street.
Pangbourne, Berkshire - D
H Lawrence and his wife Frieda lived
at Myrtle Cottage, now 38 Reading
Road Pangbourne, for a few months
in 1919 after being expelled from
Cornwall under the ‘Defence of the
Realm Act’ in 1917. Mortimer
Mendes, Australian born artist and
friend of Whistler, lived at Iris

Mapledurham House
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Court, Riverview Road, Pangbourne,
from 1900 until his death in 1938.
His distinctive raised grave can be
seen in the churchyard of St James
the Less, Pangbourne, and has
recently had an inscription carved
on the top surface. This church also
has the beautiful stained-glass
Armstrong Window above the altar
executed as a commission to commemorate 2nd Lt George C Armstrong who was killed in WW1 by
Karl Bergemann Parsons (18841934). Church Cottage on the right
as you exit the main entrance to the
churchyard is where Kenneth
Grahame lived from 1924 until his
death in 1932.
The Swan Inn is on the
right as you travel out of
Pangbourne towards Streatley and
is where the fictional ‘Three Men in
a Boat’ finally abandoned their
vessel having been rained off. They
then caught the train back to
London from Pangbourne Station.
Apart from the addition of gantries
for the overhead electrification of
the rail line, the station buildings
themselves are much the same as
they were when Jerome K. Jerome
wrote his comic classic. His grave
can be found along with that of his

The Swan Inn
wife, stepdaughter and sister in
Ewelme churchyard.
Goring-on-Thames - Oscar
Wilde began writing ‘An Ideal Husband’ whilst staying at Ferry House
in Ferry Lane in 1893.
Aldworth,
Berkshire
Alfred Lord Tennyson courted his
future wife Emily who was living
with her uncle and aunt in the
village, probably in the 1840s. Their
family (Selwood) grave is in the
churchyard as is the grave of
Laurence Binyon who wrote the
celebrated WW1 poem ‘For the
Fallen’ part of which is read at
Remembrance
Sunday
services
every year. The ancient yew (now
believed to be 2000 years old)
thought to be mentioned in Tennyson’s poem ‘In Memoriam’ is right in
front of the church by the main
entrance. The De La Beche tomb
effigies, popularly known as the
‘Aldworth Giants’, are inside the
church and not to be missed!
A fascinating evening and
many thanks to Barbara & Angus for
arranging such an interesting speaker for us.

Walliscote Cottage

Donna Gray
Growing Apples & Pears in the
15
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Orchard
by Gerry Edwards FNVS

information on the NVS can be
found
on
their
website
www.nvsuk.org.uk.
Gerry puts his passion for
growing fruit down to his grandfather who was a founder member of
the RHS Fruit Group.
Gerry is a totally organic
grower and has won many high-level
fruit competitions in the UK. Furthermore, he is currently Chairman
of the RHS Fruit Group, a member
of their Fruit, Vegetable and Herb
Committee, and a member of the
RHS Fruit Trials Committee.
Gerry travels a lot and
therefore needs to grow fruit that
is not labour-intensive. He informed
us that the modern trend is to move
away from large apple-trees in
orchards and to grow fruit in a
manner that makes it much easier to
pick without resorting to ladders.
For example, dwarfing rootstocks
only grow to around 4 feet in height.
Also, small trees don’t necessarily
mean small fruit and careful pruning
can produce a lot of fruit. Cordons
are now being used by professional
growers and we were shown an
example where apples were being
grown on an 8-tiered cordon against
a brick wall at West Dean Gardens in
West Sussex.
We were informed that
there are four vital factors for
successful fruit trees as follows:
Root Stocks – allow you to control
the size of tree that you want to
grow. The general rule is that, for
apples that you want to grow in your

14th Nov 2019
Catering kindly provided by Ann
Ings
What a fascinating evening! Gerry
Edwards is a veritable expert in his
field and was able to make his talk
both informative and interesting
with a touch of humour to add to
the mix.
In addition to his talk,
Gerry brought along samples of
twenty-eight different varieties of
apples that he had grown himself
and members were able to buy them,
alongside one of his books ‘Getting
Started with Growing Fruit’. The
book retails at £3.99 and looks to
be excellent value. This book is one
of a series of three ‘getting started’
books published by the National
Vegetable Society (NVS). More

Gerry’s impressive display of 28
varieties of home-grown apples
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example,
Gerry
recommends
Blackmoor Nurseries in Selbourne.
For advice on planting we
were advised to double-dig to increase soil drainage and aeration. It
involves the loosening of two layers
of soil, and then adding plenty of
organic matter. Gerry highly recommends ‘blood, fish and bone’ that
acts as a slow-release fertilizer. If
growing in pots, the advice was to
use John Innes 3.
Keeping on top of weeds is
critical for good growth and don’t
over-water to ensure that roots will
grow downwards. As an example,
when planting between December
and March, mulch the top and don’t
water further. From the second
year onwards, add blood, fish and
bone annually and it will ‘work
wonders’.
Interestingly, of the 30-ish
different types of slugs in the UK,
RHS Wisley have now determined
that around half of them are beneficial. Earwigs can be good and bad;
for example, coming out at night an
earwig can eat 100 Aphids. According to Gerry, nothing will stop slugs!
Pruning was discussed with
some simple rules to follow. Cordons
and Espaliers can be pruned in late
summer but established older trees
should be left until the winter.
Regarding pests and diseases, we were informed that there are
virtually no chemicals available to
amateurs that are any good and
hence
good-hygiene
techniques
should be employed such as clearing

own garden, buy Rootstock M26.
Note that clay soils are excellent in
this respect.
Tree Shapes - shape is determined
by where you want to grow your
trees. Cordons are ideal because
they don’t take up much space.
Espaliers are trained to grow along
walls or fences to keep the fruit at
an easily accessible height. The
spindle bush has a vertical central
stem and the branches are longest
at the base and pruned shorter at
the top, giving the tree a characteristic pyramid shape. Genetically
dwarf apples and pears can be grown
in pots but need daily watering.
Pollination – Every apple and pear
tree needs a pollinator; within 3040 feet would be adequate and could
even be in a neighbour’s garden. All
apples and pears are given a pollination number. When buying a tree
from a reputable supplier it should
be labelled with its rootstock
number and pollination group.
Buying your trees – Highly recommended to buy from reputable
sellers rather than buying cheaper
alternatives from supermarkets. For
17
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weeds, fallen fruit and leaves from
the vicinity of the trees. Pheromone
traps apparently work well and
‘horticultural grease’ can be painted
around a tree trunk such that moths
will stick to it.
Fruit storage was discussed.
Whereas commercial growers will
store at 2degsC and in a controlled
gaseous environment, the amateur
should store in a cool place, ensuring
that only perfect apples are stored.
We were informed that any varieties
that ripen before the end of September will not be suitable for storage. Furthermore, apples will not
ripen further after picking whereas
pears will continue to ripen.
Cooking apples were discussed, the UK being the only country in the world that has cooking
apples. Such apples were originated
in Victorian times based on the
premise that apples over 2.75” would
be unfit for ladies to hold and therefore only fit for the kitchens. Cooking apples are now bred with some
sourness so are more suitable for
cooking.
For a bit of fun after the
break, Gerry passed around some
Medlars that he asked members to
taste and comment on. Apparently,
people either love or hate them and
the general consensus on the evening
was that they were not very tasty!
Gerry’s own description of the taste
was “distinctive, pleasantly acid with
perhaps
a
suggestion
of
astringency”.
Gerry’s very interesting talk

was followed by a lively Q&A session. For example, when asked why
some fruit trees fruit on alternate
years we were informed that some
fruit trees are naturally bi-annual
and should be thinned out in a good
year. On the question of what eats
apples before picking, wasps can’t
penetrate the skin but once birds
have pecked their way through, the
fruit will be attacked by all sorts.
Many thanks to Donna for
finding the speaker and to Barbara
& Angus for organising the talk.

Ed
Christmas Quiz evening
by Angus Cairns

12th December 2019
Wine and mince pies very kindly
provided by our president Pat Silvester
Another change of venue! Our temporary winter home - the hall behind
St Philip & St James church in Fleet
– was to be used as a polling station
for the general election. However,
the church administrators very
kindly offered us the church instead
and it turned out to be a very suitable alternative venue for the
evening.
We had a great turnout and
enjoyed another fun evening hosted
by our expert quizmaster Angus and
delivered in fine style by Brian.
Thanks also to David J for operating
the church’s PA system for us.

Ed
18
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Park. I visited Welford Park a few
years ago with a chum, and we really
had to search for the flowers because there was a heavy blanket of
snow. When we looked more closely
there were hundreds of snowdrops!
Two things that I thought
particularly showy were the Hazel
Catkins and the Corylus Maxima Red
Filbert. He said that Hellebores are
becoming more popular and more
varieties are being produced.
He recommended planting
Chaenomeles, more commonly known
as the Japonese Quince ‘Pink Lady’
at the front of a border, it is happy
facing east or north. He recommended Epimediums for wonderful
foliage, a common name is Bishop’s
Mitre. He recommended planting iris
and tulips together. He said to apply
the ‘Chelsea Chop’ to Campanulas
Lactiflora, or Bellflower as it is commonly known.
For good coverage in a bed
he recommended Geranium Johnson
blue; it is easy to grow and will flower for years, just use the shears to
cut it down.
We had a super evening,
everyone agreed the talk was excellent, the photographs were marvellous and I think everyone agreed
that the new hall is a great success.

All Year Round Colour
by Geoff Hawkins
9th January 2020
Refreshments thanks to Sue Smith
Happy New Year. This is the start
of our new year and in our new
venue, the New WI Hall.
The hall is larger than the
old one, parking is better, and there
is lighting outside. There are super
big double doors (they open outwards) leading directly into the hall.
We found the hall to be comfortable with a super ambience (probably
because we are a happy group of
people).
Our old friend Geoff Hawkins showed us some beautiful photographs of various flowers, plants,
shrubs and trees; far too many to
state here. We had over 150 super
photos. Some of the vistas of ‘just
greenery’ in a bed were quite inspirational. No more digging-out spent
or past-it plants, just trimming (but
you still have to pick the offcuts
up). The ‘greenery border’ was a
mixture of different shades, some
ranging into the dark plum shades
from light greens and all with a super variety of leaves. The effect
was stunning.
Everyone loved the snowdrops; there were several different
photos. We gathered that prices can
vary from £3 to an unbelievable
£725 for Galanthus Woronowii
‘Elizabeth Harrison’ Are we getting
ideas for birthday and Christmas
presents? He suggested visiting The
Hangar, RHS Wisley or Welford

Barbara Cairns
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Annual Membership Application/Renewal
Dogmersfield, Winchfield & Crookham Village Horticultural Society

Benefits of membership include:
•
Free entry to our annual Flower Show & Fête
•
Comprehensive annual Show Schedule
•
Twice-yearly newsletter with Show results in summer edition
•
Reduced admission to winter talks with wine and food
•
Summer garden visits in the locality
•
30% off entry charges to RHS gardens
•
Annual draw for 2 tickets to an RHS Flower Show
•
Free horticultural advice
•
Discounted garden supplies from local club
•
Opportunity to meet like-minded people sharing a love of horticulture

Application for Family Membership

£7 p.a.

Application for Senior Citizen (65+) Family M/ship £5 p.a.
Where possible, payment by Standing Order is requested.
Account Name:
Dogmersfield, Winchfield & Crookham Village
Horticultural Society
Bank & Branch:
Lloyds TSB Fleet Branch
Account No: 00074552
Sort Code: 30-93-32
Standing order mandate forms are available on request.
If you have any queries please contact Jill Rowe on 01252 810600.
If paying by cheque, please make payable to the Society, as above, and send
(with SAE for membership card) to Brian Leversha, Daegmarsfield Farm,
Church Lane, Dogmersfield, RG27 8SZ.

Name:……………………………………………….Address: …………………………………………..……………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………......…………………
Phone…………………...…………………...Email:……………….……..………………………….…………………………
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
of the
Dogmersfield, Winchfield and Crookham Village
Horticultural Society
Thursday 12th March 2020
(7.30 pm at the WI Hall, The Street, Crookham Village)

AGENDA
1

President’s Welcome.

2

Approve Minutes of last year’s Annual General Meeting.

3

Approve the Chairman’s Report.

4

Approve the Annual Accounts after a presentation by the
Treasurer.

5

Election of Officers – Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer and
Committee Members.

6

Consider any motions notified to the Secretary of
the Society at least 28 days prior to the date of the AGM.

7

Draw two tickets for an RHS Flower Show from the
Membership list.

8

Any other business.

The AGM will be followed by a Q & A session where members will be
able to draw on the experience of some of our more knowledgeable
members.
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This year’s Flower Show & Fête
Saturday 18th July

‘The Potting Shed’
Sunny reminder of our visit to Painshill Park in August
AGM Reminder
Thursday 12th March 2020 at 7.30 pm
At the W.I. Hall, The Street, Crookham Village, GU51 5SJ

The Society would like to thank mackenzie smith for
sponsoring the printing of this newsletter.

the newsletter of the DW&CVHS

